
SAVE ENERGY, SAVE MONEY

WHAT IS THERMASKIRT?
A stylish, smart, and sophisticated heating solution that is proven to be practical, affordable, and
energy efficient. Replacing traditional skirting board in any room, ThermaSkirt is a great, space-
saving alternative to panel radiators and storage heaters, and is far less intrusive to install than
underfloor heating. Ideal for use in:

LISTED BUILDINGS OFFICES

NURSERIES & SCHOOLS

RESTAURANTS

SOCIAL HOUSING

INTELLIGENT SOLUTIONS FOR SMARTER BUILDINGS

Find out how ThermaSkirt, when controlled with Prioto, can benefit your business

www.prioto.com | 0330 010 0760

Control, manage, and monitor ThermaSkirt with PRIOTO for

maximum energy efficiency

ASSISTED LIVING

https://dvitechnologies.co.uk/


To help create an environment conducive to
productivity and efficiency, most businesses
require a heating system that is responsive,
controllable, affordable, and quiet.
 
ThermaSkirt can deliver all of the above and
when coupled with PRIOTO, address a range
of other business challenges, such as rising
maintenance costs and improving occupant
comfort.
 
From our easy-to-use app, your facilities
management team can:

Monitor your entire estate, gaining insights
into your carbon footprint, energy reduction
targets, and general property health.

Receive alerts when property conditions
change - damp, condensation, water leaks,
etc. - so that costly repairs/refurbishments
can be avoided.

Energy efficient
Even, all-around heat uses less energy yet
provides real warmth.

True radiant heat
Minimal air movement and drafts create
real comfort.

Gain insights into room temperature,
humidity, and CO2 levels.

Detect when a room is empty and
automatically turn off heating.

BENEFITS

Free up wall space
Create a more spacious and versatile
environment.

Fast and responsive
No under heating or overheating.

Works with any floor finish
Carpet, laminate, timber, vinyl with equal
performance.

Simple installation
Installed with minimal disturbance or
modification to your business.

Approved for use in the NHS
ThermaSkirt EasyClean has been
developed with and approved by the NHS.


